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1. Introduction
A complete set of a graph G = (V. E) is a subset of V inducing a complete subgraph. A clique is a maximal complete set. 
Denote by C(G) the clique family of G. The clique graph K(G) of G is the intersection graph of C(G). Say that G is a clique 
graph if there exists a graph H such that G = K(H). A clique-Helly graph is a graph where C(G) satisfies the Helly property. 
any pairwise intersecting subfamily of C(G) has non-empty total intersection [1]. A hereditary clique-Helly graph is a graph 
where every induced subgraph is clique-Helly. The class of hereditary clique-Helly graphs (hXH) is contained in the class 
of clique-Helly graphs (XH), which in turn is contained in the class of clique graphs (X).
Clique graphs and subclasses have been much studied as intersection graphs, in the context of graph operators, and are 
included in several books [2-5],
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Clique-Helly and hereditary clique-Helly graphs are polynomial-time recognizable. 
Recently, we presented a proof that the clique graph recognition problem is NP-complete 
[L. Alcon, L. Faria, C.M.H. de Figueiredo, M. Gutierrez, Clique graph recognition is 
NP-complete, in: Proc. WG 2006, in: Lecture Notes in Comput. Sci., vol. 4271, Springer, 2006,
pp. 269-277]. In this work, we consider the decision problems: given a graph G = (V. E)
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and an integer k > 0, we ask whether there exists a subset V' C V with | V'| > k such that 
the induced subgraph G[V'] of G is, variously, a clique, clique-Helly or hereditary clique- 
Helly graph. The first problem is clearly NP-complete, from the above reference; we prove 
that the other two decision problems mentioned are NP-complete, even for maximum 
degree 6 planar graphs. We consider the corresponding maximization problems of finding a 
maximum induced subgraph that is, respectively, clique, clique-Helly or hereditary clique- 
Helly. We show that these problems are Max SNP-hard, even for maximum degree 6 graphs. 
We show a general polynomial-time -approximation algorithm for these problems
when restricted to graphs with fixed maximum degree A. We generalize these results to 
other graph classes. We exhibit a polynomial 6-approximation algorithm to minimize the 
number of vertices to be removed in order to obtain a hereditary clique-Helly subgraph.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Let <4 represent a class of graphs; consider the following problems:
^-RECOGNITION (<4-REC)
Instance: Graph G = (V, £).
Question: Does G belong to <4?
,4-SUBGRAPH (<4-SUB)
Instance: Graph G = (V, E) and a positive integer k.
Question: Is there a subset V1 cv with |V11 > k such that the subgraph G[W] induced by the set V1 belongs to <4?
MAXIMUM ,4-SUBGRAPH (MAX-<4)
Instance: Graph G = (V, £).
Goal: Find a maximum subset V1 C V such that the subgraph G[W] induced by the set V1 belongs to <4.
Clearly, if ,4-rec is an NP-complete problem, then ,4-sub is also an NP-complete problem. Moreover, ,4-sub is 
NP-complete for any polynomial-time recognizable class of graphs <4 which is hereditary, contains arbitrarily large graphs 
and is not the class of all graphs [6], Examples of such classes are hereditary clique-Helly, comparability, permutation, 
perfect, circular-arc, circle, line, planar, bipartite, chordal and interval graphs. However, there are some important - of course 
non-hereditary - classes of graph for which both ,4-rec and ,4-sub are polynomial. Instances are the class of connected 
graphs and the class of graphs with a perfect matching. Consequently, studying the complexity of ,4-sub is not trivial. In 
addition, when ,4-sub is NP-complete, there is no polynomial-time algorithm for resolving max-,4 (providing that P =£ NP); 
so it is natural to ask for approximation algorithms for max-,4.
In this paper we study those problems for the classes hXH, XH and X.
In [7,8], it was shown that hXH-rec and XH-rec are polynomial-time problems. In [9], we presented a proof that X-rec 
is NP-complete, and thus X-sub is NP-complete. In Section 3, we prove that both h XH-sub and XH-sub are NP-complete 
for maximum degree 6 planar graphs. We also prove that max-h XH, max-.AH and MAX-Xare Max SNP-hard for maximum 
degree 6 graphs, meaning that [10] they are approximable with a fixed ratio in polynomial time but [11] there is a constant 
e > 0 such that the existence of a polynomial-time approximation algorithm for max-h XH, for max-XH, or max-X, 
restricted to maximum degree 6 graphs, with performance ratio at most 1 + e, implies that P = NP.
In Section 4, we present a general result giving necessary conditions for a class of graphs <4, characterized by a collection 
of forbidden induced subgraphs, to satisfy the property that max-,4 is Max SNP-hard.
Besides the negative result of Section 3, we show in Section 5 two simple polynomial-time approximations: a 
approximation algorithm for the problems max-h XH, max-XH and MAX-Xrestricted to graphs with bounded degree A; 
and a 6-approximation algorithm to minimize the number of vertices to be removed in order to obtain a hereditary clique- 
Helly subgraph.
2. Preliminaries
Our complexity results are supported by reductions from the NP-complete [12] problem vertex cover (vc) for planar 
cubic graphs, and the Max SNP-hard [13,11,10] problem minimum vertex cover (min-vc) for planar cubic graphs, defined 
next.
VERTEX COVER (VC)
Instance: Planar cubic graph G = (V, £) and a positive integer k.
Question: Is there a subset V1 C V such that | V' | < k and, for every edge uv e £, u or v belongs to V'?
MINIMUM VERTEX COVER (MIN-VC)
Instance: Planar cubic graph G = (V, £).
Goal: Find a minimum V' c V such that for every edge uv e £, u or v belongs to V'.
For establishing that a problem is Max SNP-hard, we use the approximation preserving reduction, called L-reduction, of 
Papadimitriou and Yannakakis [10],
Let A and B be two optimization problems. We say that A L-reduces to B if there are two polynomial-time algorithms/ 
and g and positive constants a and ft such that for each instance I of A:
(1) Algorithm / produces an instance J' = / (J) of B such that the optima of I and I' satisfy OptB (/' ) < aOptA(I).
(2) Given any feasible solution of I' with cost c', algorithm g produces a feasible solution of I with cost c such that 
|c - OptA(/)| < ft\c' - OptB(I')\.
The main point about L-reductions is that if problem A L-reduces to problem B and problem B allows an s-approximation 
algorithm, then problem A allows an (a/3s)-approximation algorithm.
3. Clique, clique-Helly and hereditary clique-Helly classes
A polynomial-time recognition algorithm for the class of hereditary clique-Helly graphs was presented in [7], This 
algorithm uses a finite family of forbidden induced subgraphs, the so-called ocular graphs depicted in Fig. 1. In [7], ocular
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Fig. 2. Graph ( H obtained by replacing each edge ofG by a Hajos graph.
graphs were shown to be the minimal forbidden configurations for hereditary clique-Helly graphs. The graph H in Fig. 2. 
called the Hajos graph, is one of the ocular graphs.
ForK4-free graphs, the classes of clique graphs. clique-Helly graphs and hereditary clique-Helly graphs are the same [5],
Let G = (V, E) be a graph. Let H be the Hajos graph and u, v be the two non-adjacent vertices of H depicted in Fig. 2. 
We obtain a new graph Gu-l,,H by replacing each edge of G by a Hajos graph. This means that Gua,,H is the graph where 
V(G) c V(Gu t,,H) and. for each edge xy of G. there is a copy Sxy of H — {u, v} in Gu-l,,H. and the additional set of edges 
Exy = [xs : s e V(Sxy) and us e E(H)] U jyt: t e V(Sxy) and vt e E(H)].
We give an example for this operation in Fig. 2.
Lemma 1. Let G = (V. E) be any graph and Gu-l,,H be the graph obtained from G by the process described above. Then:
1. Gu.,,.h isK4-free.
2. If G is cubic and planar, then Gu-l,,H is a maximum degree 6 planar graph.
3. For any edge xy of G, the subgraphs of Gu-l,,H induced by V(Sxy) U {x, y} are isomorphic to the Hajos graph H. These are the 
only induced subgraphs of Gu v H that are isomorphic to an ocular graph.
4. |V(Gu.,,h)| = |V|+4|£|.
5. If V' c V, then V is a vertex cover of G if and only if Gu-l,,H — V is an ocular-free induced subgraph of Gu-l,,H. Moreover 1/ 
is minimum if and only if Gu-l,,H — V has the largest number of vertices.
Proof. The four first items are easily verifiable.
Let 1/ c V. By item 3. 1/ is a vertex cover of G if and only if Gua,,H — V is an ocular-free induced subgraph of Gu-l,,H. It 
follows that if Gu.v.h — V' is maximum then V' is minimum.
Let us prove the reciprocal implication. Assume V is a minimum vertex cover of G. We want to show that the ocular- 
free subgraph Gu-l,,H — V' of Gu-l,,H is a maximum ocular-free induced subgraph, i.e. has the largest number of vertices. Let 
S = Gu,i.,h —T.T C V(Gu t,,H). be any maximum ocular-free induced subgraph of Gu-l,,H. Suppose there exists an edge xy of 
G such that both end vertices, x andy, belong to V(S) = V(Gu,l4H) — T. Since S is ocular-free, by 3. at least one vertex h of Sxy 
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is not in V(S), i.e. h g T. Then by removing h from T and by adding x to T, a new ocular-free subgraph of Gu t,,H with | V(S) | 
vertices is obtained.
It follows that there exists S' = Gu-l,,H — T', a maximum ocular-free induced subgraph of Gu-l,,H such that at least one 
end vertex of each edge of G belongs to T'. Thus T' contains a vertex cover of G and so |T'| > |V'|, and so |V(Gu t,,H — V')| > 
|V(GU.,,„ — r')|. Then Gu,,,,« —V1 is maximum. □
Theorem 2. .A H-sub and hJAH-sub are NP-complete problems for maximum degree 6 planar graphs.
Proof. Since JAH (h JAH) is in P. then JAH-sub (hJAH-sub) is in NP.
We are going to reduce vc restricted to planar cubic graphs to JAH-sub (h JAH-sub). Let (G, k) be an instance of vc where 
G = (V, E) is a planar cubic graph and k is a positive integer. We define in polynomial time, on the size of G. using the 
described operation, the graph Gu-l,,H and the integer k' = |V| + 4 |£| — k as an instance of JAH-sub (hJAH-sub), restricted 
to maximum degree 6 planar graphs, by Lemma 1 item 2.
We claim that there exists a vertex cover of G of size at most k if and only if there exists an ocular-free induced subgraph 
ofGu.,,„ of size at least k'; since Gu-l,,H is K4-free (Lemma 1 item 1). it happens if and only if there exists a JAH (h JAH) induced 
subgraph of Gu-l,,H of size at least k'. Thus the proof follows.
Indeed, there exists a vertex cover of G of size at most k if and only if there is V' minimum vertex cover of G with 
in < k. From Lemma 1 item 5. V1 is a minimum vertex cover of G if and only if Gu-l,,H — V' is a maximum ocular-free 
induced subgraph. The size of Gu-l,,H — V1 is |V(Gu t,,H — V')| = |V(Gu-l.,H)| — |V'|. By Lemma 1 item 4. this is equal to 
|V| + 4|£| - |V'| > |V| + 4|£| — k = k'. □
Theorem 3. max-JA, max-JAH and max-h JAH are Max SNP-hard for maximum degree 6 graphs.
Proof. We L-reduce the Max SNP-hard problem min-vc restricted to planar cubic graphs [13,11,10] to max-JA. max-JAH and 
max-h JAH. The algorithm/ of the L-reduction is the one which obtains the graph Gu-l,,H from a graph G = (V, £). As in the 
proof of the previous theorem, since Gu-l,,H is K4-free, the three problems, max-JA. max-JAH and max-h JAH. are equivalent 
to maximum ocular-free induced subgraph.
We observe that as G is a cubic graph, then |£| = | |V|. Consider V1 a minimum vertex cover of G. and let £' be the 
set of edges of G with exactly one endpoint in V'. Remark that V \ V is an independent set and as G is cubic we have that 
3|V \ V'| = |£'| < 3|V'|. Hence. | V| = | V \ V' | + |V'| < 2|V'|. Therefore. |V| is at most twice the size of a minimum vertex 
cover of G.
Let s be the size of a maximum ocular-free induced subgraph of Gu-l,,H and r be the size of a minimum vertex cover 
of G. By Lemma 1 item 4 and item 5. s = |V(Gu t,,H)| — r = |V| + 4|£| — r. Then, by the previous considerations 
s = |V| +4||V| — r < 2r + 12r — r = 13r. This shows that the first condition for an L-reduction is satisfied with 
a = 13.
Given an ocular-free induced subgraph S = Gua,,H — T of Gu-l,,H. the algorithm g of the L-reduction is analogous to the 
one described in the proof of Lemma 1. It obtains an ocular-free subgraph S' = Gu-l,,H — T of Gu-l,,H. with T a vertex cover 
of Gand |T'| < |T|.Thus |T'| - r < |T| - r = (|V(GU.„.H)| - |V(S)|) - r = (|V(GU.„.H)| - r) - |V(S)|. By Lemma 1 item 
5. (| V(Gu,v,h) | — r) = s; then |T'| — r < s — |V(S)|, which shows that p = I suffices to satisfy the second condition for an 
L-reduction. □
4. A general theorem
In order to generalize the results of Section 3. we consider, in the present section, general graphs G and H. and u, v two 
non-adjacent vertices of H. The (u, v, H)-edge-replacing operation of G is the one which obtains the graph Gua,_H where 
V(G) C V(Gua,-H), and for each edge xy of G there is a copy of H — {u, v} in Gua,-H, and the additional set of edges
= {xs, yt : s, t g V(Sxy) and us, ut g E(H)j.
For each edge xy of G. denote by Hxy the subgraph of Gu-l,,H induced by VU {x, y}. Notice that H and Hxy are isomorphic, 
i.e. Gua,,H contains H as an induced subgraph.
Observe that the graph Gua,.H obtained may depend on the order in which the end vertices of each edge xy of G are 
considered. However, the properties of Gu-l,,H used in the proof of the following results hold regardless of whether we 
consider for an edge xy of G the order x,y or the ordery.x.
Theorem 4. Let <4 be a class of graphs characterized by a collection F of forbidden induced subgraphs satisfying that there exists 
a member H of F, with a pair of non-adjacent vertices u and v, such that, for eveiy graph G, the only induced subgraphs of Gua,,H 
isomorphic to any element of F are the subgraphs Hxy, where xy is any edge of G. Then, for any graph G,
OrImax-.a (Gu.p.h) = 11 + m(|V(H)| 2) OptMIN_vc(G),
where n = |V(G)| and m = |£(G)|.
Proof. Clearly. | V(Gua,,H)| = n + m(|V(H)| — 2). We prove first that
0ptMAX-.4(Gu.t,H) > n + m(|V(H)| —2) - Opt„IN_vc(G).
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Let V' be a feasible solution of min-vc for the instance G, with cost |V'|. The removal of the same vertices of V' 
from Gu.v.h produces a feasible solution S of max-<4 for the instance Gu,v,h. with cost n + m(|V(H) | — 2) — |V'|. Thus, 
OptMAX-.A(Gua,,H) > 11 + m(|V(H)| — 2) — |V'|. If in particular V' is any optimal solution, then |V'| = OptHIN vc (G) and the 
proof follows. Now we prove that
OptMAx-.A(Gu.„.H) <11 + m(|V(H)| - 2) - OptHIN v, (G).
Consider a feasible solution S of max- <4 for Gu.v,h and assume that there exists an edge x!y' of G such that both end vertices 
x! and y' belong to S. Then, since <4 is characterized by being F-free and the only induced subgraphs of Gu.v,h isomorphic 
to an element of F are the subgraphs Hxy induced by V(Sxy) U {x, y}, where xy is any edge of G, at least one vertex h of Syy 
does not belong to S. Then, by adding vertex h to S and by removing either vertex x' or vertex y', another feasible solution 
of max- <4 for Gu.v.h, with equal size to S, is obtained.
Hence we can assume that V(Gu.v.h) — S contains a vertex cover V' of G. Thus V' is a feasible solution of min-vc for G 
with size |V'| < |V(Gu.v,h) — S| = n + m(|V(H)| — 2) — |S|; thus OptHIN vc (G) < n + m(|V(H)| — 2) — |S|. In particular, ifS 
is an optimal solution of max- <4 then |S| = OptMAX_^(Gu.„.H); and the proof follows. □
Theorem 5. If <4 is a class of graphs satisfying the conditions of Theorem 4, then max- <4 is Max SNP-hard.
Proof. We L-reduce the Max SNP-hard problem min-vc restricted to planar cubic graphs [13,11,10] to max- <4.
Let G = (V, E) be an instance of min-vc restricted to planar cubic graphs. Remark that
|£| = ||V| and |V| < 2 OptMIN_vc (G). (1)
Let u, v and H be respectively the two vertices and the forbidden induced subgraph for class <4 considered in the hypothesis 
of Theorem 4. The size of graph H is a constant; it is independent from the size of G.
The algorithm/ of the L-reduction is the one which obtains from G, in polynomial time, the instance Gu.v.H for max- <4.
By Theorem 4 and (1) above with | V| = n and |£| = m,
Op^MAx-.a(Gu.v.h) = n + in (|V(H) | 2) OptMIN_vc (G)
= n + |n(|V(H)|-2)-OptMIN.vc(G)
= n (||V(H)| - 2^ - OptMIN_vc (G)
< 2 OptMIN_vc (G) |V(H)| — 2J — OptMIN_vc (G)
= (3|V(H)| - 5) OptMIN_vc (G).
This shows that a = (31V(H) | — 5) suffices to satisfy the first condition for an L-reduction.
Given a feasible solution S of max- <4 for the instance Gu,v.H, with cost c' = |S|, the algorithm g of the L-reduction is the 
one which obtains the feasible solution V' of min-vc for the instance G, with cost c = | V' | < n + m(|V(H)| — 2) — c', as 
described in the proof of Theorem 4. Then,
|c — OptMIN_vc (G) | = c — OptMIN_vc (G)
< n +m(|V(H)| — 2) — c' — (ii +m(|V(H)| - 2) - OptMAX-.A(Gu.„.H))
= C + OptMAX_ (Gu.v.h) = |C ~ OP^MAX-.A (Gu.v.h) I-
Hence, = 1 suffices to satisfy the second condition for an L-reduction. □
We mention diamond-free, gem-free, and ]<3,3-free graphs as other classes of graphs for which these results are 
applicable.
5. Two polynomial approximations
In this section we first consider the maximization problems max-h FH, max-.AH and max-Frestricted to graphs with 
bounded degree, followed by a polynomial 6-approximation algorithm, to minimize the number of vertices to be removed 
in order to obtain a hereditary clique-Helly subgraph.
5.1. An approximation algorithm for max-h. AH, max-. AH, and max-,K restricted to a graph with bounded vertex degree
In this section we consider the maximization problems max-h A'H, max-.A H and max-F.restricted to graphs with 
bounded degree.
We claim that if the input graphs have fixed maximum degree A, then there is a polynomial-time -yy-approximation 
algorithm for these problems.
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Indeed, let G = (V, £) be a graph with maximum degree at most A. Observe that an independent set S of G can be 
greedily extracted in polynomial time from V by recursively adding a vertex v to S and removing v and N(v) from V. Notice 
that |V| < (A + 1)|S|.
Since an independent set S is at the same time a clique, a clique-Helly and a hereditary clique-Helly subgraph of G, we 
have obtained a feasible solution of size |S| >
The approximation ratio p of the algorithm is the relation between the size of the given solution and the optimal solution; 
since the optimal solutions have size at most |Vj, then
p > —- =---------.
|V| Zl + 1
Notice that if <4 is a class of graphs characterized by a collection F of forbidden induced subgraphs satisfying the 
conditions of Theorem 4, and no member of F is an independent set of vertices, then the previous algorithm can be also 
applied to approximate max- <4 restricted to graphs with bounded vertex degree.
5.2. A 6-approximatiou algorithm for hXH
In this section we consider the following minimization problem: given a graph G = (V, £), find a minimum subset 
V1 eV such that V — V' induces a hereditary clique-Helly subgraph of G. Since the class hXH is characterized by forbidding 
an ocular graph as induced subgraph, we can design a 6-approximation algorithm 77 by recursively looking for an ocular 
induced subgraph in the current graph; in the case that we find, its six vertices are removed from the current graph.
Each ocular induced subgraph found requires at least one vertex in the optimum solution. As all of them are vertex 
disjoint, we have taken at most six times the size of the optimum solution.
6. Concluding remarks and future work
We summarize in the following table our contribution to hXH, XH or X and the ones in the literature.
In the present paper for maximum degree 6 graphs.
Class Recognition Induced subgraph Maximum induced subgraph
Clique graph X-REC
NPC [9]
X-SUB
NPC
MAX-X
Max SNP-hard
Clique-Helly XH-rec
P[8]
X H-sub
NPC
max-XH
Max SNP-hard
Hereditary 
clique-Helly
hXH-rec
P[7]
hXH-sub
NPC[6]’
MAX-H XH
Max SNP-hard [14]*
We observe, as a property derived from the reduction, that the results in [6,14] prove, respectively, that ,4-sub is NP- 
complete, and that max-,4 is Max SNP-hard for graphs with maximum degree at least 32, while Theorem 4 propose an 
alternative classification for a hereditary property, classifying -A -sub as NP-complete and max-,4 as Max SNP-hard for graphs 
with maximum degree bounded by at most three times the maximum degree of H.
We have proved that if <4 is hXH, XH or X then ,4-sub is NP-complete and max-,4 is Max SNP-hard for maximum 
degree 6 graphs. However, since any ocular graph has a four-degree vertex, all these problems are polynomial for maximum 
degree 3 graphs. Hence, it is left as an open problem to determine the maximum k, 3 < k < 5, such that ,4-sub or max-,4 
is a polynomial problem for maximum degree k graphs. Besides, we are currently working on the design of approximation 
algorithms for the problems max-X, max-XH, and max-h XH.
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